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2018 Register of Renown Recipients Announced

HOUSTON, Texas- During the ABBA Annual Membership Meeting, the 2018 Register of Renown Recipients were awarded. The Register of Renown program was designed to recognize the sires and dams of show ring winners at ABBA approved shows. To obtain the status of Register of Renown, a cow must gain a minimum of 75 points earned by two or more of her produce; bulls must gain 200 points earned by 5 or more of his get. Points may also be achieved when a get-of-sire or produce-of-dam are exhibited by one or more owners. Register of Renown points are accumulated from January 1 through December 31 of each year.

The 2018 Register of Renown recipients and owners are: +A.W. MS. DIMAYRO ICE - Amber Waters; +BB LP ENCHANTED MOMENT (ET) - Moreno Ranches; +CT MS CAPTAIN RHINEAUX - Wesley Thibodeaux; +KR MS VENUS 327 - Kenny Ramsey; +LADY H CHANEL ROJO 153/0 - Isabella Loewen; +LADY H CLAUDIA MANSO 515/3 - Brynn Harris; +LADY H MOLLY MANSO 312/2 - Bethelyn Bishop; +LADY H TRISHA ROJO 61/9 - Erin Baylee Cullers; +MISS 7IL 131 - Haley R. Herzog and Payton Neal Herzog; +MISS BER DUCHESS 310 - Bull’s Eye Ranch; +MISS BER PRINCESS 277 - Bull’s Eye Ranch; +MISS CBR 338/3 - Haley R. Herzog and Payton Neal Herzog; +MISS KC RUBY 808/4 - Inguran LLP; +MISS SG KITTY 168/2 - Wesley Janik; +MISS V8 128/7 - V8 Ranch; +MISS V8 326/7 - Bogue Chitto Cattle Co; +MISS V8 696/6 - V8 Ranch; +MISS V8 947/6 - V8 Ranch; +MISS V8 997/5 - V8 Ranch and Watson Land & Cattle; +MORENO MS. LADY PRESUMIDA - RB Cattle Co and Moreno Ranches; +MORENO MS. LADY REBA - Moreno Ranches; +SRS MISS CIBOLA 644 - Swaner Brahman; +SRS MISS CLAUDIA 928 - Keen Swanner and Monte Swanner; +JADT MEXICANO TE - Hobo Cattle; +JSH MR TESCH MANSO - Collins Brahman Ranch; +MR. BER CASH 336 - Bull’s Eye Ranch and RB Cattle Co; +MR. H ELIJAH MANSO 281/2 - Heritage Cattle Company, Michael Navarro, Marisa Navarro, and Carla Navarro; +MR. TO FERRIS 10/4 - Cannon Creek Ranch, Darby Oden, Patrick Lim, and 5P Farms; +MR. V8 191/7 - V8 Ranch; +MR. V8 458/7 - J.D. Hudgins, Locke Division, Brandon & Rachel Cutrer, and SRS Land & Cattle; +MR. V8 960/5 - Ernest H. Cannon, V8 Ranch, and Carlos Lee; and +VL ROJO WISKEY 1/48 - Santa Elena Ranch Inc.

###

About the American Brahman Breeders Association

The American Brahman Breeders Association is the world registry for Brahman cattle, the #1 beef breed for efficiency, hybrid vigor, and environmental adaptability. ABBA provides an array of member services, educational opportunities, and a wide array of programs to assist the profitability of its members. For more information about the American Brahman breed or the many opportunities offered by the ABBA, visit brahman.org.
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